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goolge also offers videos for most of its products and services. based on this content, google has
created a youtube competitor called google videos. the open xml package explorer also includes
a package for creating powerpoint content in xml format which is the basis for the google docs
and google spreadsheets open xml packages. (the open xml package explorer is a utility that

comes with the open xml sdk for office 2003 and higher, a version of the open xml sdk which can
be downloaded from the office developer web site, below.) be sure to browse online for video

and other multimedia content related to your topic of interest. search the web using keywords,
phrases, questions, issues or ideas that relate to your topic. if you want to save time and steps
on producing your multimedia content, let the google video sorter help you organize and refine

your search criteria by category and keywords. use the google video sorter to get an overview of
the results. then use the google video sorter to select relevant videos and download them into

your hard-drive or cd-r. you may also want to use one of the other tools in the google video
sorter, such as its google video downloader, which allows you to download the selected results
directly into your hard-drive or cd-r. there are many free video sites that you can use to host
video clips. in fact, youtube is the most popular and well-known of the free video clip sites.

however, there are many others that are frequently used for embedding media on web pages or
blogs. as a general rule, if you dont want to restrict access to your video sites or want to make

them available to a wider audience, then free video clip sites are the way to go. many of the free
video clip sites have built in video search tools that allow you to search the entire site and all of
its videos. once you find a video that you like, you can download it into your hard-drive, burn it

onto a cd-r or simply put a link on your web page.
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